
No plant has been more intertwined with humanity than the Tea Plant. Across the world it has always been

our most favoured drink, touching the very essence of who we are. At some level we have always known

that when we show reverence for this amazing plant, honouring its gifts, the unseen forces of nature

present in its leaves can heal our bodies, soothe our minds and excite our spirits.

To honour the Tea Plant we have created a special blend to embody all that is great about tea drinking.

With all 5 types of tea blended together, it provides you with what you need, when you need it. 

Instead of looking outside of ourselves to help us cope better with life the All The Tea In China blend

supports our own innate drive to be healthy and happy, nudging our true self to manifest more fully.

A L L  T H E  T E A  I N  C H I N A  



The tea is the colour of champagne, sparkly, pale and

iridescent. It has a slightly viscous glittering liquor and the

buds hang suspended from the water surface, reflecting the

light as it brews.

It is very light and hay-like, leaving a fresh aftertaste and a

hint of sweetness. It is described as an aftertaste rather than

a taste as its delicate flavour only develops after swallowing.

Ideal for the morning as it gently revives and rehydrates us

after sleep. Its delicate flavour demands a moment of stillness

and reflection before launching into the busy chaos of the day.

Brewing Instructions

1 tbsp at 80 ̊C for 4 minutes.

Resteep 2-3 times.

We chose Silver Needle as our white tea since it is, in our opinion,

the most delicious, and rightly regarded as the most prized of the

white teas.

It is grown in a very serene region of China with soothing

waterfalls and crystal lakes and this peaceful setting is definitely

reflected in the tea.

WHITE TEA is created in the most natural way, handpicked and sun-dried. 

It consists of the youngest buds which makes it exceptionally light in flavour.

W H I T E  T E A   S I L V E R  N E E D L E

The white tea animal spirit is a rabbit. Rabbits zigzag in

unexpected directions and remind us that a little spontaneity

in life is a good thing. If feeling a little stuck or overwhelmed,

rabbit reminds us that a new perspective may help bring about

a more lighthearted and positive change.

White tea relates to the energy of Autumn.

Autumn provides the perfect time for re-evaluation since it is

the time when everything is laid bare. An ideal time of

‘release’, helping us let go of things, people, resentments,

memories or parts of ourselves that no longer serve us.



This tea is the colour of sunflowers with a hint of olive, bright

and clear. Hand-rolled tightly into crinkly little balls which

unfurl into big oily leaves as they brew, producing ‘legs’ on the

glass like fine wine.

It is mouth-watering, with creamy undertones of iron-rich

vegetables, bold and complex with a fragrant, orchid-like,

smooth aftertaste.

Oolong is ideal for preventing the post-lunch slump as it

makes an excellent digestive aid whilst giving a much needed

afternoon pick-me-up.

Brewing Instructions

1 tsp. 80 ̊C for 4 minutes.

Resteep 2-3 times.

We chose Ti Guan Yin as our oolong tea for its fascinating and

ethereal flavour and wonderful crinkly leaves. Named

after the Buddhist deity Guan Yin, meaning ‘Iron Goddess of

Mercy’, it is believed to be iron-rich and thus very nourishing

for the blood.

OOLONG TEA is semi-oxidised and falls between un-oxidised green tea and fully-

oxidised black tea. This enables a diverse range of flavours and colours to be

classed as Oolong, some remaining light and refreshing, whilst others are

much darker and more robust.

O O L O N G  T E A   I R O N  G O D D E S S

The oolong tea animal spirit is a peacock. Peacocks happily

show their breathtaking beauty, reminding us to embrace our

true nature with grace and confidence. If feeling directionless

or unseen, peacock reminds us to strut our stuff with purpose

and bring a little wonder back into our lives.

Oolong tea relates to the energy of Winter.

Winter provides a crucial time to conserve energy and slow

down, offering us the perfect space for inward reflection and

restoration. It guides us to hear and trust our intuition, 

making it an ideal tea to help us choose wisely which new

seeds to plant.



This tea is the colour of rich gold, warm and natural. The

leaves are big, bright and shiny, having been expertly

flattened by hand.

It is rich, grassy and refreshing with a hint of nuttiness and 

a light, astringent aftertaste.

Green tea is ideal for rehydration and keeping us mentally

alert through the day. It refreshes and gives a gentle boost,

whilst quieting the mind.

Brewing Instructions

1 tsp. 80 ̊C for 3 minutes.

Resteep 2-3 times.

We chose Dragonwell as our green tea for its legendary status

as the most famous green tea, skillfully hand-crafted and

delicious. It is only grown around the ancient capital of the

Song dynasty, Hangzhou. It was even mentioned in the famous

Ch’a Ching (the first book of tea) by the patron saint of Tea,

Lu Yu in AD780.

GREEN TEA is produced by preventing the oxidation process through the

application of heat, either in steam or by dry cooking in wok-style pans. Green tea

consists of buds and top leaves and has a richer, more vegetal flavour than the

white tea.

G R E E N  T E A   D R A G O N W E L L

The green tea animal spirit is an owl. Owls have the ability to

see what is usually hidden, reminding us to lift the veil and

seek the truth beyond the illusion. If feeling like you are

stunted or lost, owl reminds us that great vision and wise

judgement are the best foundations for growth.

Green tea relates to the energy of Spring.

Spring takes the blueprint of the seed and forges it into what

it is destined to be, providing the perfect time to begin

manifesting our intentions. We are rooted yet free, so we

might evolve and grow in a dynamic and ever-changing way.



This tea has an autumnal golden reddish hue, warm and rich.

The beautiful leather coloured leaves have enthralling golden

downy undersides.

This tea is lively but gentle, a dry earthy and peppery flavour

developing into a syrupy nectar. The hint of smokiness is

due to being basket-fired over charcoal.

Ideal to help you through a restful afternoon,

it has a very comforting feel but bestows fortitude.

Brewing Instructions

1 heaped tsp. Boiling water for 3 minutes.

Resteep 2-3 times.

We chose Tippy Yunnan as our black tea as it consists of

leaves that turn gold at their tips as they oxidise, the only tea

that does so, creating a truly wonderful and exceptional tea.

The province of Yunnan where this tea is grown is the

birthplace of tea and is still home to some extraordinarily

ancient tea trees.

BLACK TEA is produced when the tea leaves are allowed to completely oxidise. They

are full-bodied and strong in flavour and most of the tea drunk in the U.K is black.

B L A C K  T E A   T I P P Y  Y U N N A N

The black tea animal spirit is a tiger. Tigers act on primal

instincts, they are fearless and powerful and remind us to

trust our gut reactions without question. If lacking enthusiasm

for life or feeling low on reserves, tiger remind us that when

we are patient and calmly take control, we will find the

perseverance to succeed.

Black tea relates to the energy of Summer. 

Summer is a celebration of what ‘IS’, a realising of all the

preceding growth. Everywhere there is a sense of

completeness, providing the perfect time to celebrate all that

we have and to express gratitude for being alive. 



This tea is really dark, reddish brown liquor, rich and opaque.

The cake breaks up into its slightly decomposed heavy black

leaves.

Fermented and aged, it tastes of the earth, damp and woody.

It is surprisingly light with a smooth, almost sweet aftertaste.

This gives it a very unique, earthy taste.

Ideal as an evening tea, its deep, smooth flavour helps to

ground and settle us, making it a great choice before bed.

Brewing instructions

Unwrap the ‘tea cake’, steep in boiling water for 3 mins

Resteep 2-3 times.

We chose the cooked pu’erh cake or Tuo Cha as our pu-erh tea

because it tastes fantastic and comes in beautifully wrapped

little packages. 

Pu'erh tea is a highly valued tea in China, where the processing

methods have been a well-guarded secret for centuries.

PU’ERH TEA is largely unknown outside China and yet is one of their most highly

regarded teas. Our ‘cooked’ pu’erh undergoes a unique double fermentation,

initially delicately oxidised and then ‘composted’ in underground rooms as part of

the assisted-aging process.

P U ' E R H  T E A   T U O  C H A

The pu'erh tea animal spirit is a bear. Bears are strong and

courageous, reminding us to stand up for our beliefs and our

truths. If feeling a little unappreciated or put upon, the

mother bear provides protection and warmth, teaching us to

take better care of ourselves as well as others.

Pu'erh tea relates to the energy of late Summer. 

Late summer is all about abundance, providing the perfect

opportunity to honour the gifts of mother earth. 

A great time to nourish ourselves and reconnect with our

purpose, realising we have everything we need within us.


